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Society that should 
                   have never existed 

Supply: 6,666 NFTs
How to claim NFTs: Participate in IDO & get NFT for free
Launch: IDO launch on Cropper Finance (13th October, 2022)

https://heavenland.io
https://twitter.com/ExcomSociety
https://discord.gg/HQX6pSnpsN 


From the dust of a burning world, society and the NFT market where pure faith was the only thing that 
remained left, Excom Society was born. Their purpose was as simple as web3 itself. To bring faith and 

powerful tool for everyone admiring Solana NFT space to grasp their opportunity to shine in virtual space, 
be part of the changing world and powerful DAO which will decide how big Excom Society will grow. The 

birth event of Excoms was so noisy that it got the attention of the game-changers from Solana NFT Space 
to merge paths and bring Excom Society onboard of their projects and virtual worlds to provide home and 

shelter for all Excoms that had to escape from the dangerous and burning world.

As the title suggests, Excom is an abbreviation of  
“Excommunicado”. The meaning of Excommunicado is more 
than clear. It is a state of a former Continental member after 
their privileges have been revoked due to a severe infraction 
of the rules. When an individual is excommunicado, he loses 
all access to Continental services, including protection from 

other Continental members.

Excom Society members were driven out by force to 
find their own shelter in the virtual world and web3 
ecosystem. Their only hope is to find their new 
owners thru a mint event that would save Excoms 
from eternal suffering. As a “Thank you”  
to their new future owners, Excoms promise  
to work hard (staking) and bring the holders  
regular income ($GENZ) for their good faith  
by acquiring one of the Excoms! 

However, black magic is still trying to overtake Excoms and erase them from the NFT world once  
and for all. Therefore every time an Excom is traded and gets a new owner, black magic gets stronger  
and stronger. As soon as they earn enough fuel (SOL) to acquire the cheapest Excoms freely offered  

on a market, black magic will instantly make a purchase and burn the chosen Excom instantly until there 
are 2,222 Excom Society NFTs left. Then the Black Magic dies forever and will enable Excoms’ owners  

to gain extra income for every transaction that Excoms generate!



Excom Society

PFP collection

Heavenland Integration

Collection of Excom Society aims to provide its holders several utilities, advantages in 
Solana NFT space and passive income by earning its own token via Staking and getting 

part of the royalties. 

Among others, Excom Society will represent a PFP collection that its holders will be 
able to place as a Twitter (or any other social site) profile picture and become a proud 

holder of Excoms which will increase holders’ social status by holding one of the unique 
creatures that got saved from the dangerous black magic!

Excom Society could not have grabbed the better attention 
than one of the Leading Metaverses on Solana  

blockchain - Heavenland. The Excom’s brand will get  
integrated into the virtual world of Heavenland and will 

become a verified collection inside of HL’s Paragon NFTs. 
Excom Society aims to heavily cooperate with Heavenland 

and successfully onboarded the Heavenland team  
as Advisory crew to use their great deal of experience and 
help Excoms to successfully launch and carry out Excom 

Society collection. 

Besides the brand integration, Excom Society also aims to 
acquire Highrise parcels inside of Heavenland and build an 

anti-Continental Hotel that will be a safe  
heaven for all Excoms.

As an Excom holder you can  
expect to get access to: 

PFP collection 
Access to Data Analytical Tools
Integration and a Verified Collection in Heavenland
Staking
$GENZ token
Share of the royalties
Merch
Liquidity Pool set up from raised SOL
Floor Sweeping & burn NFTs
DAO voting
Building a brand inside of web3  
and metaverse ecosystems



Data Analytics Tools
Excoms are the gateway to essential insights for the Heavenland metaverse.  

What parcel is it best to buy? What is the most impactful news, and how can it impact 
the NFTs and HTO price?

Excom Society has been developing Analytical tools  
to provide its holders unique opportunities

The tools will take into consideration

Undervalued Parcels and other assets listed  
on a Marketplace
Mini-games with the most significant upside potential
Businesses integrated into Heavenland overview
The most profitable opportunities/services in Heavenland
Overall Index of All Heavenland-oriented businesses  
(holders will be able to track „GDP“ of
Heavenland economy in general)

location
traffic
the appetite of players to spend time on current parcels 
or playing certain games
all transactions and types of transactions in Heavenland
businesses creation and mortality
monetary progress and changes in the Metaverse

From all tracked data, Excom Society will provide outcomes available  
for the Excom Society holders. 

1 Excom NFT will open part of the data, and another part will open with more held NFTs. 
To have full access to all data, society members must own 20 NFTs. 

Also, if someone wishes not to hold NFTs, they will be able to pay a monthly  
subscription in GENZ to access all tools. However, the monthly subscription fee will  

be flexible and reflect the NFT floor price to drive demand for NFTs.

Either way, it is supposed to be one of the main streams of income for Excom Society.
In the future, the analytical tools will cover other Metaverses and NFT collections  
to get the attention of the whole web3 space and drive demand for NFTs and our  

services even bigger.



Staking

Share of the royalties distributed to holders

Merch

Liquidity Pool 

As a redemption to Excoms new owners that saved them and gave them a place to hide, 
Excom Society promised to work hard and serve their owners forever in the form of  

staking. Simply grab your Excom and lock it in the dark place and let them work!  
The reward is pretty tasty! All Excom Society NFTs will be stakeable shortly after the 
mint is complete. Staking Reward will be in a newly created token called $GENZ that 

will give Excoms owners regular passive income. 
As default, all Excoms generate a fixed amount of 20 $GENZ per day when staked.

20% of generated royalties will be distributed to Excom holders in $GENZ. Generated Solana will be swa-
pped to $GENZ and airdropped to holders based on the amount of held Excoms and its rarity. Later, Excom 

Society holders will earn 50% of the generated fees (details in Floor sweep & burn NFTs).

One can’t build a brand without trendy merch that would fit its holders!  
Excom Society is going to release a high quality  

merch that will be paid in $GENZ ONLY.

Shortly after the $GENZ token is created, the Excom Society team will set up a liquidity pool on Raydium to ensure first liquidity 
for $GENZ. LP will be loaded from SOL raised during the Excom Society mint.

You can upgrade  
your Excom by

2,000 $GENZ to earn 60 $GENZ per day
4,000 $GENZ to earn 110 $GENZ per day
10,000 $GENZ to earn 250 $GENZ per day

By upgrading your Excom Society NFT it will add  
a special trait to the NFT which will give it more  
value within a collection and on marketplaces.

You will be able to stake or unstake your NFT anytime.



Floor sweep & burn NFTs

Building a brand inside of web3  
and Metaverse ecosystems

30% of Royalties generated from secondary marketplaces will be used to automatically 
sweep the floor and then burn the NFTs. Whole process will be automatic and as soon 
as the wallet has enough balance to buy 1 or more NFTs listed on the floor it will make  

a purchase and then burn the NFT forever until only 2,222 are left. After 2,222 total 
supply is hit, the royalties (30%) will be used to reward holders.

Besides all the points and utilities explained above, Excom Society aims to build a powerful brand not only 
in Solana and web3 communities but also irl. Excom Society holders are becoming part of the ambitious 
brand that will serve their needs, wishes and dreams. The goal is to create a brand that holders will love 

and will spread within their communities! 

DAO voting
Excom Society is fully in control of their new owners! Stake your Excom NFT and become part of the DAO that will have the main 

power to decide the next steps and direction of the Excom Society. New collabs, WL raffles, Metaverse integration, acquiring 
assets for DAO? Become part of the DAO and decide what you want!



Excom Society & Heavenland team

Heavenland team

The team consists of 5 leaders focused on web3, marketing,  
communication, Solana blockchain and brand awareness that have spent years deve-
loping their own blockchain solutions and tokens. In addition to that, Excom Society 
successfully onboarded the Heavenland team to become part of the Advisory board. 

Heavenland is the most promising Metaverse that successfully launched 3 collections 
(Parcels, Loyalty NFTs and Alphas) and keeps building the virtual world with  

an incredible speed. The team has a great deal of experience in NFT space and web3  
in general and will play a key role in Excom Society business development,  

IT advising, marketing and other.

Excom Society 

https://twitter.com/ExcomSociety
https://discord.gg/HQX6pSnpsN 

